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Introduction 
 

 
 

The main aim of this booklet is to show the standards for those teaching Cambridge IGCSE History (0470), 
and how different levels of candidates’ performance (high, middle and low) relate to the subject’s curriculum 
and assessment objectives. 

 
In this booklet candidate responses have been chosen to exemplify a range of answers. Each response is 
accompanied by a brief commentary explaining the strengths and weaknesses of the answers. . 
For ease of reference the following format for each component has been adopted: 

 
 

Question 
 
 
 

Mark scheme 
 
 

Example candidate 
response 

 
 

Examiner comment 
 
 
Each question is followed by an extract of the mark scheme used by examiners. This is then followed by 
examples of marked candidate responses, each with an examiner comment on performance. Comments are 
given to indicate where and why marks were awarded, and how additional marks could have been obtained. 
In this way, it is possible to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and what they still 
have to do to improve their marks. 

 
This document illustrates the standard of candidate work for those parts of the assessment which help 
teachers assess what is required to achieve marks beyond what should be clear from the mark scheme. 
Some question types where the answer is clear from the mark scheme, such as short answers and multiple 
choice, have therefore been omitted. 

 
Past papers, Examiner Reports and other teacher support materials are available on Teacher Support at 
https://teachers.cie.org.uk 
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Assessment at a glance 
 

All candidates take three components. All candidates take Paper 1 and Paper 2, and choose either 
Component 3 or Paper 4. 

 
 
All candidates take: 

 
and: 

 

Paper 1 2 hours 
Written paper 40% 
60 marks 

 
Candidates answer two questions from Section A 
(Core Content) and one question from Section B 
(Depth Study) 

 
All questions are in the form of structured essays, 
split into three parts: (a), (b) and (c) 

 
Externally marked 

Paper 2 2 hours 
Written paper 33% 
50 marks 

 
Candidates answer six questions on one prescribed 
topic taken from the Core Content. There is a range 
of source material relating to each topic. The 
prescribed topic changes in each examination 
session – see Section 4 of the syllabus 

 
Externally marked 

 
All candidates take either: 

 
or: 

 

Component 3 
Coursework 27% 
40 marks 

 
Candidates produce one piece of extended writing 
based on a Depth Study from the syllabus or a 
Depth Study devised by the Centre 

 
Internally assessed/externally moderated 

 

Paper 4 1 hour 
Written paper – Alternative to 27% 
Coursework 
40 marks 

 
Candidates answer one question on a Depth Study. 

Externally marked 
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Paper 4 – Alternative to Coursework 
 
 
Level descriptors 

 
In all four examples shown below – the following level descriptors apply. 
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Question 4 Depth Study B: Germany, 1918–1945 
 

 
 
Mark scheme 
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Example candidate response – high 
 
I believe that the use of violence and terror was very important in Hitler’s consolidation of 
power, however it was only this, combined with other methods such as propaganda and 

rearmament that resulted in Hitler being able to control Germany effectively. 
 
 
Violence was important because it made Germans fearful, fearful of what would happen to 

them if they openly opposed the regime. They had seen what the SA had done to the 

Communists in the streets, scenes of organised violence and brutality from the Nazi 

Brownshirts had installed this fear into the German people. This meant that any Nazi- 

Skeptics, of which there were a fair amount in the years immediately following 1933 would 

keep their arguments against Hitler to themselves. 
 
 
Violence did not persuade people that Hitler was a saviour and the hero of Germany, violence 

was used in the police state as a means of dealing with loose ends and made sure that there 

was no public opposition to Nazi Germany. 
 
 
Violence was also important because it showed people order in the midst of political and 

economic instability in Germany at the time. Having previously seen politicians squabbling 

about which cabinet ministers are in office, the sight of the Government dealing with 

opposition swiftly and mercilessly gained the support of many German people. 
 
 
One particular example of the Nazi use of violence is the Night of the Long Knives in 1934 

where the SS murdered senior members of the SA. This is extremely important in Hitler’s 

consolidation of power because he gained the support of the main German Army, the SA 

were an unorganised rabble and the Army leaders disliked this hugely. To add to this, the 

leader of the SA Front Röhm had almost dictatorial powers of the Arm SA, it Hitler feared 

this and he used violence to solve the problem and he succeeded. 
 

The night of the Long Knives had increased Hitler’s power immensely, now with a completely 

loyal army behind him he could bend Germany to his will. 

 

Another form of violence was Kristallnacht or the Night of Broken Glass, this was where 

Hitler sanctioned the destruction of Jewish shops, synagogues and homes whilst killing and 

expelling many of the Jews living in Germany. This was important because it gave the 

German people a scapegoat, somebody to blame for the issues that had affected Germany in 

the early 1920s and depression years. It helped people believe in the Nazi message that were 

people to blame. 

 

Kristallnacht was a way of showing German people that the Jews were the real enemy and 

helped to cement his position as people began fervently believing the Nazi scapegoats should be 

persecuted. 
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Nazi violence immediately after 1933 was important. Upon becoming Chancellor the SA had 

greater power to attack opposition meetings and rallies, namely the Communists, this allowed 

Hitler’s power to increase hugely as other parties were no longer on a level playing field with 

the Nazis, however, it can be argued that this was only possible because of Hitler’s 

appointment as Chancellor. 

 

It must be said however, that Hitler’s position was not cemented simply by the use of violence 

alone, after all people are not won over entirely by violence. One other method Hitler was able 

to use was the Enabling Act. The Enabling Act allowed Hitler to pass any law he liked without 

consulting the Reichstag. Under the guise of calling for emergency powers to deal with the 

crisis after the Reichstag Fire. With these dictatorial powers Hitler was able to remove all 

other political parties from Germany, making it a single party state, this is important because 

it basically confirmed Germany as a single party dictatorship and allowed Hitler to rule with 

an iron fist. 

 

However, what is more important is that Nazi violence against the Communists, the ability to 

send opponents to concentration camps without trial or explanation was only available after 

the Enabling Act was passed, this means that, whilst violence was important in maintaining 

control in Germany, it was the Enabling Act which gave Hitler the ultimate means to begin 

this programme of political violence. 

 

Another method that was important in strengthening his position is propaganda. The 

propaganda machine lead by the spin doctor Joseph Goebbels was truly incredible: every 

corner shop, every theatre, every train station carried the Nazi message in one way, shape or 

form; whether it was on a poster, on a theatre broadcast or blared repeatedly through 

loudspeakers, the Nazi message found its way to every German person. This was important 

because it persuaded many German people that Hitler was a glorious leader and it made 

them believe him. The sheer scale of the Nazi propaganda machine not only eliminated 

opposition in Germany, but it also gained tremendous support for the Führer, strengthening 

his position immensely. 

 

Whilst violence and terror stopped people opposing Hitler in the short-term, propaganda 

persuaded people that Hitler was right in the long terms. 

 

Another effective method to keep control by Hitler was rearmament. Rearmament was 

important because no other party was willing to commit to such a pledge. This is because it 

was against the Treaty of Versailles and only the Nazi Party were willing to challenge it. This 

worked incredibly well for Hitler because the vast majority of German people still resented the 

Treaty and gave Hitler huge support because he was willing to abolish it, this gave Hitler an 

advantage over all parties since they would not challenge the victorious powers. 
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Rearmament was also important because it helped Germany immensely in terms of its 

economy. Hitler re-introduced conscription and by 1939 Germany had 1.4 million men in its 

regular army. Unemployment dropped sharply and this lead people to support Hitler because 

their standards of living had increased hugely. There was also huge amounts of jobs available 

in Germany’s manufacturing – building the materials for the Army was essential. 

 

Rearmament worked incredibly well for Hitler because it made people’s lives so much better 

and as well as openly opposing the Treaty of Versailles – a move that pleased many German 

people. This economic prosperity made it very hard for Hitler to be criticized. Further public 

works like the road-building scheme also worked in Hitler’s favour since more and more 

people became employed. 

 

In conclusion, I maintain my view that whilst violence was very important in Hitler’s 

consolidation of power, however the violence would have been neither effective or available 

had other non-violent methods been used and exploited. The night of the Long Knives for 

example, was an essential step because it removed a powerful opponent of Hitler’s’: Ernst 

Röhm, however, this would not have been possible had Hitler not passed the Enabling Act. In 

other words, violence was essential to the Nazi regime. The suppression of opposition and 

public use of violence terrorized the German public and discouraged other opposition to their 

regime. While propaganda persuaded, violence forced those who were not so easily swayed to 

support Hitler. Economic prosperity also played a large role in giving Hitler the support he 

needed, this can be seen as violence do a way however since Hitler was building up an army 

that would end up causing the largest most brutal violence that the world has ever seen. The 

key point is that Hitler was able to consolidate on his power by a combination of political 

means: Enabling Act, One party state, legislation, Nuremburg Laws of 1935 etc. Together 

with the carefully planned use of violence: removal of opposition, Night of the Long Knives, 

Kristallnacht etc. it was a combination of these two that were most important in Hitler’s 

consolidation of power and eventually kept him in power. 
 
Examiner comment – high 

 
This candidate begins with an undeveloped but balanced introduction. It directly addresses the question 
and states their intention to examine violence and other factors as well. The first three paragraphs examine 
violence by the Nazis in general after 1933. The material is thin on examples but offers a strong developed 
explanation of the importance of violence in consolidating Hitler’s power. The subsequent paragraph then 
examines the more concrete example of the Night of the Long Knives and, supported by relevant facts, 
focuses well on its importance for Hitler in controlling the regime. The candidate then drifts into irrelevant 
material by explaining the importance of Kristallnacht in 1938. This event was a demonstration of Nazi 
racial policy and anti-Semitism rather than an attempt to consolidate power, which was firmly in the hands 
of the Nazi Party by 1938. 
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Examiner comment – high, continued 
 
This candidate then goes on to provide a balanced argument by looking at the non-violent methods used 
by Hitler. The Enabling Act is examined and its importance explained confidently and there is some 
evaluation of its relative importance. The paragraphs go on to develop explanations of other factors such 
as propaganda and the initial policies which helped Hitler consolidate his control and garner the support of 
different groups in German society such as the army, workforce and business. In addition, these factors 
also helped to appease nationalist calls to abandon the Treaty of Versailles. This section of the response is 
well executed and focuses on directly addressing the question by explaining the importance of relevant 
and well- selected material. 

 
The candidate then provides some evaluation of their argument in the conclusion and gives a well- 
substantiated judgement about the overall importance of the Enabling Act and the powers it gave Hitler to 
carry out his future purges in 1933 and 1934. The candidate has been awarded a high Level 4 for this   
answer. Although there is some irrelevant material in the first section, the overall quality of the explanation  
and development is strong and the candidate clearly evaluates the importance of various methods used by 
Hitler to consolidate his power after 1933. A Level 5 mark could have been attained with a more 
sophisticated and sustained line of argument from the outset of the essay. This would have given a more 
cohesive evaluation and judgement. Contextual relevance and depth are also necessary in Level 5 
responses. 

 
Mark awarded = 30 out of 40 
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Example candidate response – middle 
 
In January 19 On 30th January 1933, Hitler became chancellor of Germany. After many 
years of effort he had finally got into power, however, now he had to consolidate his power 

and take his role to the next step, to become ‘the Fuhrer’. Hitler and the Nazi’s used violence 

as a way to keep him in power by making Germany a police state, however, I believe that it 

was the non-violent ways in which Hitler cons which were more important in Hitler’s 

consolidation of power – mainly the passing of the Enabling Act. 
 
 
The Nazi’s created a police state in Germany, run by the SS and the Gestapo. The SS was sent 
up by some Hitler fanatics to become in a wan, his own private army. These men had to be of 

pure ethnicity and pass mental and physical tests to a very high standard. They used violence 

as a way of indirect indi intimidation in Germany making non-supporters of Nazi’s conform  

to the Nazi way. The Gestapo were also prevalent in Hitler’s consolidation of power because 

they were a highly trained secret police force. They too intimidated anti-Nazi followers and 

were able to send anyone straight to concentration camps, without having to go through trial. 

They were very efficient in their manner of work as they were split into different sections to 

do different jobs, for example, Section A was sear searched for anti-Nazi underground 

parties, whilst Section D aimed to intimidate people in their homes to rat on their people 

they knew were Anti- Nazi. This was an especially useful technique as the people were 

desperate to be on the good side of the Nazi’s and sometimes were even payed for their 

compliance with the Nazi’s. The most important and successful even work and concentration 

camps were also set up to indim intimidate the people with a strong incentive not to rise 

against the Nazis. In these camps, people were fed very little and had to work long, difficult 

hours until eventually they died. Furthermore, th people in these camps were made to feel 

sub-human as they were not referred to by a name but with a number tattooed on them. 
 
 
All of these things were very important however prob the most important event in Hitler’s 
consolidation of power using violence was the Night of Long Knives. Hitler ordered that Röhm, 

his the leader of the SA and who he believed to be his toughest political opponent, was 

rounded up and killed by two SS soldiers after refusing to commit suicide. Furthermore Hitler 

killed von Schliecher and over the next few days, over 4000 SA members as he believed they 

were thugs a gave a bad name to the Nazis. Hitler By doing this, it convinced the army that 

Hitler was a strong leader and they swore an oath of loyalty to him. In return, he promised  

to spend more on rearmament and lifted the ban on conscriptions which was extremely 

popular as it was seen as a way of reversing the Treaty of Versailles, which was still despised 

by the German people. Now with the army on his side, surely Hitler could not be thrown 

convers out of power. 
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Examiner candidate response – middle, continued 
 
Conversely, Hitler also used non-violent methods in consolidating his power. On 30th February 
1934, the re Reichstag building was set on fire. At the scene of the fire, a dutch communist 

van der Lubbe was found with matches in his hand. This gave Hitler the perfect opportunity  to 

finish the LC Communists in Germany once and for all. He blamed the fire on the communists, 

huge damaging Communist support and increasing Nazi support. Furthermore,  he persuaded 

Hinkenberg, the president at that time, to pass the protection of people and state law which 

banned constitutional freedom. This allowed Hitler to arrest and imprison many communists 

just before the March election. This proved successful as the Nazi’s won over 8200 more votes 

than the Communists but it still wasn’t the majority that they needed to pass decrees therefore 

they joined with the Nationalists to give them their majority. After this Hitler passed the 

Enabling Act. He gathered all of the Reichstag into one building and surrounded it with SS 

troops. Furthermore In addition, he had men inside the building  making people vote for the 

act to be passed. This was a sucxess success as the votes for over 400 in favour and 9 88 not in 

favour. 
 
 
The enabling act was so important as it allowed Hitler to make Germany as a one party state 
by banning all other political parties and because it gave Hitler the right to pass any laws 

without consulting the Reichstag, more or less making him a legal dictator. Another w 
 
 
Another way in which Hitler consolidated his power was by appointing Joseph Goebbels as his 
head of propaganda. Geobbels made Hitler and the Nazis look very good by only showing pro- 

Nazi videos and organising rallies such as the annual mass rally, which were very well organised 

and impressed the public. Geobbels also created many posters and stuck them 

everywhere of Hitler behaving like a very strong leader giving the impression to people that it 

was a very strong government. All this made people feel secure and felt little need to acc rise 

against the Nazis 
 
 
In conclusion, although Hitler consolidated power by using violence, it was the passing of the 
Enabling Act and creating the good feeling in Germany about the Nazis which really 

consolidated his power. The Enabling Act ensured he would never have political opposition again 

and propaganda made people want to support the Nazis crushing any anit anti-Nazi thoughts. 
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Examiner comment – middle 
 

This candidate begins their response by addressing the question with some background information about 
why Hitler needed to consolidate power to establish himself as the Führer. The introduction demonstrates 
some evaluation and judgement, which is required for strong Level 3 responses. The first paragraph focuses 
clearly on the role of the SS and the concentration camps in Nazi Germany, and includes description, factual 
examples and some implicit explanation of how important these factors were. The second paragraph 
continues by examining another example of violence and describing in some detail the events of the Night of 
the Long Knives. Once again, there is clear evidence of Level 3 skill here, with good factual knowledge, 
detailed descriptions and some limited development and explanation are shown. 

 
The candidate then balances their argument by examining the non-violent methods used by Hitler to 
consolidate power. Detailed descriptions of the Reichstag Fire, the emergency powers gained by Hitler and 
the subsequent March elections are examined with some good factual support but once again these 
descriptions lack explicit explanation and so remain in low-to-mid Level 3. The next two paragraphs examine 
relevant material, in this case the Enabling Act and the use of propaganda, but lack detail and contextual 
development. 

 
This candidate is awarded Level 3 for a response that is balanced but brief. Some factors are described well 
with relevant use of factual examples, whereas others are underdeveloped. This candidate could have tried to 
develop their response by explaining more clearly how each factor helped Hitler consolidate his position in 
Nazi Germany rather than relying on description and implicit comment. To attain Level 4, the candidate needs 
a well-balanced response that is clearly focused on the question and contains explicit explanations supported 
by well-selected facts and supporting examples. 

 
Mark awarded = 20 out of 40 
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Example candidate response – low 
 
I think that violence was very important in helping Hitler to consolidate power after he 
became chancellor on 30th January 1933. Even though Hitler used other methods of 

consolidating power for eample he used youth schools and recruitment drives where he could 

indoctrinate the future generations to be perfectly loyal to Hitler. Another harmless method 

Hitler used to consolidate power was when he decreased the unemployment by using the 

unemployed to make building projects such as the autobahnen in order to get the support of 

the people. Even though he used other harmless methods, Hitler used to mostly use violent 

methods in order to consolidate power after he became chancellor in 1933. 
 
 
When Hitler came to power as chancellor in 1933 he had no chance to win the Reichstag 
elections so he decided to eliminate his main oppositions the Communist party by using 

violent method. When the Reichstag burnt down Hitler said that it was a start of a 

communist uprising. He got special pawo power from Hindenburg which allowed Hitler to use 

the police to arrest or kill leading members of the communist party. This was a faster violent 

method he used to consolidate power 
 
 
Another time when Hitler used violent methods was when he wanted to secure his position. 
The SA was a group created when Hitler had just joined the Nazi party. Its leader was Ernst 

Rohm who had participated in the Munich Beer Hall putsch in 1923. Hitler saw the way in 

which the Weimar government was undermind so Hitler knew that if Ernst Röhm would 

want he would be able to destroy the Nazi party because the SA had a lot of soldiers. So 

therefore Hitler decided to crush the Sa in the night of long knives on 30th June 1934. Hitler 

used violence and the SS soldiers killed about 85 leading members of the SA and many more. 

This was one way he used to consolidate power which was violent. 
 
 
Another violent method Hiler used to consolidate power was in the late 1930s when Hitler 
had special schools and Youth organisations which were used to indoctrinate the future 

generations. In the late 1930s the Nazi leaders went to fight the second World War and 

Young leaders were left to manage the schools and Youth organisations. These new leaders 

were very strict and didn’t allow the children to meet friends without their permission. This 

lead to the formation of other youth groups like the swing movement and the Edelweiss 

pirates. The youth organization started to get influenced by these groups and it seemed like 

Hitler was losing control thus losing power and so Hitler the other groups followed Western 

influences, they used to like jazz which was banned, they used to mock the SS soldiers and 

they used to enjoy talking about sex. This led to the SS kill hanging 12 suspected leaders who 

were involved in the killing of a Nazi leader. The public hanging was violent and it led to the 

decline of other youth groups so Hitler had consolidated his power. 
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Example candidate response – low, continued 
 
Another time when Hitler decided to use force was in 1938 when Hitler wanted to create a 
greater Germany so he can consolidate his power by winning the hearts of people who wanted 

Germany to have an empire. In 1938 Hitler wanted to take over the Sudenten land in 

Czechoslovakia so Hitler simply asked Chamberlain for it. Chamberlain agreed because he 

thought that Germany should be allowed to join with other German speaking countries and 

areas. After Hitler got Sudentenland he wanted more and he told Chamberlain. Hitler then 

used force to invade more of Czechoslovakia. Hitler know had a bigger empire and  

consolidated his power because he know had more resources and a bigger empire. 
 
 
Another time when Hitler used violence was in 1941 when Hitler had an foreign economic 
policy of making Germany self sufficient. Hitler did not want to rely on imported during the 

war because it would make it easy for counties to stop Germany by stopping imports. 

Germany couldn’t make substitutes or Ersatz material for wheat and soil so in 1941 

Germany invaded and took over Russia which was an exporter of these goods. The was a 

violent way in which Hitler consolidated his power by increasing the empire and making 

Germany self sufficient. 
 
 
Lastly was in the late 1930s and early 1940s where many people were Anti-Semetic and 
thus Hitler started his attack on Germanys Jews. He started off OFF in 1938 when he 

commanded the SS to beat up Jews and destroy Jews shops. And finally in 1941 Hitler 

thought that the final solution for the Jews was too kill them off completely. This was called 

the Holocaust where Hitler put all the Jews in concentration camps where they were all 

worked as slaves and then they were killed off in gas chambers This was the high amount of 

jews. The people began to fear Hitler and thus they d didn’t want to oppose him so therefore 

Hitler consolidated his power as no one wanted to go against him so therefore I think that 

violence was a major part in Hitler’s quest for consolidating power in after he became 

chancellor in 1933. 
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Examiner comment – low 
 

This candidate begins their response by addressing the question directly and offering some descriptions and 
of factors other than violence. The first two paragraphs do describe examples of violence used by Hitler, for 
example crushing the communists after the Reichstag Fire and the Night of the Long Knives. These are 
relevant to the response and address the question. The descriptions contain some relevant supporting factual 
detail but are mainly narrative. This type of response demonstrates high Level 2/low Level 3 skills. For Level  
3 and above, the candidate needs to develop these descriptions into more explicit explanations of how the 
events helped Hitler consolidate his rule in Germany after 1933. 

 
The next paragraphs begin to stray from the focus of the question. The candidate mentions the use of youth 
indoctrination as an example of violence, but this is more accurately an example of an alternative method of 
consolidation used by Hitler and the Nazi Party after 1933. The candidate then goes on to describe Hitler’s 
foreign policy in Czechoslovakia and Russia. At this point the candidate is confusing the consolidation of Nazi 
power after 1933 with Hitler’s expansionist aims. This material is largely irrelevant and so does not allow the 
candidate to improve their level. The final paragraph contains material about Nazi anti-Semitic policy 
(Kristallnacht and the Holocaust) which is also largely irrelevant to this question, both chronologically and in 
terms of focus. 

 
This candidate is awarded a low Level 2 as the relevant material is one-sided and limited in content. They 
have produced a mainly descriptive and narrative response to the question. This candidate could have 
examined other examples of violence such as deployment of the Gestapo, the use of concentration camps 
and the role of the SS. They could have balanced these with other examples non-violent of consolidation of 
power such as propaganda, electoral success in the March elections, the Enabling Act and the death of 
President Hindenburg. Balanced descriptions would have allowed this candidate access to Level 3 marks. To 
attain the higher marks in Level 3 it is necessary to include developed explanations. 

 
Mark awarded = 10 out of 40 
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Question 8 Depth Study D: The USA, 1919–1941 
 

 
 
Mark scheme 
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Example candidate response – high 
 
The Alphabet Agencies were an integral part of Roosevelt’s New Deal. They aimed to relieve 
extreme poverty and feed the starving, revive industry and get the economy going, and 

reform American society to make it a better place for ordinary people. They were important 

because they helped to reduce unemployment from 14 million in 1933 to 7 million in 1937. 

They also helped certain groups such as Native American Indians. However, the Emergency 

Banking Act, the ending of Prohibition, President Roosevelt himself and the outbreak of World 

War Two were also important in solving the problems America faced in the 1930s. 
 
 
The Alphabet Agencies were important because of the following reasons: First and foremost, 
they helped to reduce unemployed which had reached a staggering 14 million in 1933. The 

CWA gave work to about four million people over the winter of 1933 – 1934. Whilst the  

PWE employed skilled men to build infrastructure of real and lasting value including the iconic 

Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco. The CCC also gave work to over 3 million people  

between 1933 and 1942. Finally, the WPA combined all of these programmes and built 

roads, bridges, and public buildings as well as giving work to unemployed actors and 

musicians. These public works programmes were important because they reduced 

unemployment which in turn helped to stimulate the economy because it meant that people 

had more disposal income to spend on consumer goods. 
 
 
Furthermore, the Alphabet Agencies helped groups of people who had not shared in the 
prosperity of the 1920s. For example, numerous agencies were set up to help farmers who  

had been impoverished throughout the 1920s. The FCA gave loans to a sixth of all farmers to 

prevent them from losing their homes. Whilst the AAA paid farmers to produce less good. Less 

good meant that prices went up and between 1933 and 1939 farmers incomes doubled. 

Part of the Second New Deal included the FSA which gave loans to sharecroppers and tenant 

farmers so that they could buy their own land. 
 
 
As well as this, the Indian Reservat Reservation Act A meant that land could be owned by 
tribes rather than individuals and the amount of land Native Americans owned went up from 

47 million acres to 50 million acres. Even though, the Alphabet Agencies did not help blacks 

as much as they could have done, 200,000 blacks still benefitted benefited from the CCC 

programme and they got a large share of housing in slum clearance projects. These agencies 

were important because they helped to balance the distribution of wealth. This was important 

because the uneven distribution of wealth had been one of the main causes of the Wall Street 

Crash and the subsequent great Great Depression. 
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Example candidate response – high, continued 
 
Finally, the W Alphabet Agencies helped to reform numerous aspects of American society. For 
example the NRA and the Wagner Act helped to support trade unions which became very 

powerful in the USA after the War. The TVA improved living standards in the Tennessee 

Valley which had been badly affected by the Depression. Whilst the Social Security Act 

proposed to give a state pension to everyone over 65 and proposed an unemployment 

insurance scheme. These agencies were important because they helped to mul make America a 

much fairer society. 
 
 
On the other hand, other factors were important in solving the problems America faced in 
the 1930s. For example, the Emergency Banking Act helped to restore confidence in the 

banks and reduced bank failures from 4000 in 1931 to just 50 in 1934. Customers 

redeposited $1 billion shortly after the banks reopened. This was important because it meant 

that the banks had more money to invest in industry or to give people money to set up 

businesses or buy a home. Consequently it could be argued that the Emergency Banking Act 

was more significant than the Alphabet Agencies in creating stability in the American 

economy. 
 
 
In addition to this, Roosevelt’s decision to end Prohibition was important because it made 
people much more cheerfull. More importantly it led to an increased tax revenue for the 

government since legally brewed alcohol could be taxed. It also meant that the government 

was no longer wasting w vast sums of money trying to enforce Prohibition. This also had the 

added benefit of drastically reducing crime rates since gangsters were no longer making 

money supplying illegal liquor. 
 
 
Furthermore, the o outbreak of the Second World War was very important since it drastically 
reduced unemployment to under 3 million by 1942. This was because millions of people were 

either drafted into the armed forces or worked in munitions factories. Therefore, the Second 

World War was ultimately more successful in reducing unemployment than the Alphabet 

Agencies which was arguably America’s biggest problem in the 1930s. 
 
 
Finally, Roosevelt himself was vital in solving America’s problems since he was the driving 
force behind the New Deal and thus the Alphabet Agencies would not have existed without 

him. He also gave Americans hope for the future and convinced them that they could 

overcome the Great Depression. His regular fireside chats showed that he knew and cared 

about the problems of ordinary people and was willing to bring government action to solve 

them. This was important because Hoover and the Republicans that preceeded him seemed 

cold, callous and completely out of touch with the common man. 
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Example candidate response – high, continued 
In conclusion, even though it was ultimately the Second World War which ended 

unemployment, the Alphabet Agencies still helped to reduce it through their numerous Public 

works programmes. They also left landmarks of real and lasting value and more significantly 

the social reforms they introduced such as the Social Security Act helped to make America a 

fairer society. Without opposition from the rich, the Republicans, radical critics such as Huey 

Long and the Superme Court they could have achieved even more. Nonethless, they were still 

important in solving America’s numerous problems in the 1930s. 
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Examiner comment – high 
 

This candidate begins their response with a detailed and balanced introduction that directly addresses the 
question. Both the importance of Alphabet Agencies and other factors are addressed clearly and concisely, 
demonstrating Level 4 skills. To attain Level 5, the candidate could have included a line of argument   
indicating which factor was more important. The next paragraphs start by examining in detail the CW A, CCC 
and PW A and their importance in helping to reduce unemployment in the 1930s. Factual examples are well 
chosen and precise and the explanations given explicitly address the question. The candidate then goes on to 
examine the impact and importance of the FCA, FSA and AAA on farmers, including black sharecroppers,   
and then the CCC. These Agencies are examined in depth with a range of evidence used to explain their 
impact on specific groups in the USA during the Depression. Finally, the NRA and TVA are examined, albeit 
more lightly, and there is some irrelevant material in reference to the W agner Act and Social Security Act, 
which were not Alphabet Agencies and so this is not credited. 

 
The next part of the essay examines other factors, beginning with the government legislation to deal with the 
banking crisis. Here, once again, the candidate shows excellent subject knowledge and good development in 
their explanations of importance. Other factors examined include the repeal of the Volstead Act, the end of 
Prohibition and the importance of the outbreak of the Second W orld War on the US economy. These   
sections contain some evaluative judgement. The response finishes with a brief assessment of Roosevelt’s 
own personality and role during the Depression. The conclusion is relevant and evaluates the relative 
importance of the Agencies, mentioning numerous critics of the New Deal. 

 
This candidate is awarded a high Level 4 for this response as it is a well-balanced and developed assessment 
of the importance of the Agencies and other relevant factors. The explanations explicitly address the question 
throughout and are well-supported by detailed and relevant contextual knowledge. For a Level 5 response,   
the candidate needs to develop a more sustained line of argument in order to demonstrate an overall 
judgement in response to the question. 

 
Mark awarded = 30 out of 40 
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Example candidate response – middle 
 
In my opinion the alphabet agencies were the most import regulations in the New Deal 
because it changed a lot and they helped America to recover. Roosevelt set up many different 

alphabet agencies and all of them covered problems which had to be solved. The work progress 

administration and the public work administration provided thousands of jobs, which was 

really important because of the influence of the Great Depression and the Wall Street crash. 

Furthermore they builded new schools, bridges, streets, airports et c which made americans 

economy much stronger and, again, provided work. A really The alphabet agencies also helped 

farmers, who were hit hard by the depression to recover. The Argicultural adjustment 

administration for example paied farmers for producing less food which strength made the 

prices rise again and provided higher wages. Another really important alphabet agency was 

the Tennessee Valley authority, which helped the whole zone of seven states to get out of their 

dust. The problem was that the Tennessee river was flodding in wet season and it was too dry 

in dry seasons. It had a really high influence on the agriculture and the soil around the river 

got dry and which made it impossible to plant important resources. The Tennessee valley 

authority helped the area by building dams, which controlled the problem of the river and 

made work at the same time. The Tennessee valley was also a really underdeveloped zone 

without electricity. The authority alphabet agency helped by building electricity networks. The 

Tennessee valley was a big problem area because it was divided into 7 zones and every zone 

had their own government, which made it impossible for them to control and solve problems 

in all regions. The Tennessee valley authority made it possible and was a great success. 
 
 
But even though the albha alphabet agencies were a really important factor there were other 
which made the new Deal work out.e A the economic and especially the confidence of america 

was weakened a lot by the depression and Roosevelts aim, was to recover from it. He 

introduced H ‘bank holidays’ which closed all banks for 4 days and reopened over 5000 

healthy banks again after the holidays. They were even supported by the government if 

necessary. People started to trust get trust into the banks again and confidence started 

growing. Roosevelt made the americans fel that something good was happening, which was 

significant because the americans had the feeling that they can trust in Roosevelts actions. 
 
 
Furthermore Roosevelt introduced the Wagner Pact which forced all trade companies to allow 
trade unions. Employeers were allowed to negotiate in trade unions for e.g. higher wages. This 

pact created more cooperation in companies and a made the employees feel fairer treated 

and worth. 
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Example candidate response – middle, continued 
 
Another really important factor was the regulations Roosevelt introduced in his second New 
Deal. He developed a scheme that allowed pension for eldery over 65 and widows. 

Furthermore it made companies put a small amount of money into funds, to which was given 

to people who lost their jobs to to be able to ba pay their houses and food until they found 

work again. He also provided money and help for people who were not able to work because  

of an accident or a disability. The scheme got made many americans feel save and got trust in 

the government back. 
 
 
All in all I can say that the alphabet agencies were probably the most important factor to 
make the New Deal work out because all of them strengthend the economy very much and 

helped farmers and americans in general to get out of the depression. The best thing about 

the alphabet agencies was probably that it reduced the unemployment rate really much, but 

anywa however, their were other also other factors that helped America to recover like the 

wagner pact and the security act. 
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Examiner comment – middle 
 

This candidate starts their response by directly addressing the question of importance and assessing some of 
the Alphabet Agencies, namely the W PA, PWA, AAA and TVA. The first paragraph provides some detailed 
description of the Agencies’ work in the USA with some accurate supporting material used. Parts of the 
response here show implicit explanation of the Agencies’ importance. 

 
The candidate continues to give a balanced argument by examining other important aspects of the New Deal, 
beginning with the banking crisis in the early 1930s. This second paragraph includes some relevant details  
and contextual knowledge with mainly description and implicit explanation of the importance of Roosevelt’s 
actions. The next paragraph assesses the importance of the Social Security Act. Though the answer fails to 
name the precise law it does provide some valid comment and factual support. The conclusion gives some 
assessment of the importance of the Alphabet Agencies and there is an attempt at judgement here though it is 
unsubstantiated and thinly supported by evidence. 

 
This candidate is awarded a mid-Level 3 for this response as a balanced argument is given. They have 
supported it with some detailed descriptions and implicit explanation of the importance of the Agencies. The 
material used to support the answer is good but lacks the range and precision necessary to move the 
response to the top of Level 3 or into Level 4. For a Level 4 response, explanations need to directly address 
the question and assess the importance of the Agencies and other factors more explicitly. 

 
Mark awarded = 21 out of 40 
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Example candidate response – low 
 
The Alphabet Agencies were important to a greater extent. When Roosevelt wanted to come 
to power he found out that the people didn’t only wante you to speak and promise but show 

actions so this was important and he came up the Aphabet Agencies which helped him to 

attract people. Roosevelt came up with many alphabet Agencies example; AAA, CCC, TRA etc. 
 
 
He came up with each alphabet agency which would make him or help him fourfil his aims. 
He wanted to help amecia America get back on its feet. He wanted to make the american 

industries and agriculture to get back on their feet etc. 
 
 
He came up with these agencies and they were very important becaust it helped the people of 
America to rise up despite the fact that they were hit very badly by the depression. He came 

up with an agencie that helped the sick, disabled, old and also the unemployed. The 

unemployed could now get jobs with a contract of 6 months and if they still couldn’t find a 

job then the contract would be renewed. 
 
 
The came up with an agencie known as the CCC that really helped the farmed farmers. they 
were provided with job security and also made sure the soil they used were good some even 

received loans. 
 
 
These alphabet agencies were very important because they helped americans to rise up on 
their feet again, it also created employment for everyone who had the ability to work and 

wanted to work. Most importantly they were important because they brought back 

confidence fo of the American people. 
 
 
Businesses started to rise up again and continued to grow. Bank opened and they even 
received loans from the government to support them, everyone did truly enjoy the benefits of 

the Alphabet Agencies. Roosevelt came up with the Agencies were important because they 

brought peace and confidence, people actually had hope again about the future because of 

these very helpful agencies. 
 
 
However the agencies Alphabet Agencies were important to a lesser extent because not 
everyone benefited from them. The African Americans were totally left out of the benefits of 

the Alphabet agencies even the ones who were farmers didn’t get what the white farmers got. 

the white farmers were provided with job security which the African Americans didn’t’ get. 

But most importantly no Agency was formed to support the African Americans against the 

Lyching (hanging the blacks on a tree) because Roosevelt felt that this would make him loose 

the support he had so the black people continued to suffer. Also even though employment was 

being created the black people just couldn’t get the jobs. 
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Example candidate response – low, continued 
 
Also women didn’t really enjoy. No jobs were created for them jobs were mostly available for 
the men and women were put aside. 

 
 
Alphabet Agencies really didn’t make a difference because unemployment in the country was 
still high. He came up with a rule that all workers should join trade unions and the company 

couldn’t be chase the worker for being part of a trade union which, well This only damaged 

businesses because they didn’t earn a lot affer after the depression so this did squeeze them 

and some even close down (maybe one or two). Businesses believed that they were doing to nsi 

too much that would only harm them later on. 
 
 
The Alphabet Agencies didn’t do anything about the tarrifs that were set on foreign goods so 

this was still a big problem because other countries (Europe) also set tarrifs On USA goods and 
services so they made a loss and the agencies didn’t even remove the tarrifs that were set on 

t they had set on other foreign goods countries. 
 
 
The Alphabet agencies weren’t important because they didn’t fix the major problem which 
was unemployment. unemployment increased the agencies were meat to benefit from 

everyone but not exactly everyone benefited. Think The agencies were only there to gain the 

support from people and show them that Roosevelt could actually help American and its 

people to recover after the very Great depression that sucked Americans economy. 
 
 
The Agencies were very slow in The recovery of the American economy even other countries 

recovered quicker (Europe). 
 
 
Based on the Above argument I strongly strongly feel that the Alphabet Agencies were 
important to a lesser extent because not everyone benefited from them and they failed to 

stop the biggest thing which was unemployment. The tat rate of unemployment was still high 

and failed to stop the ku klak klu klan from killing black people and also bringing gender 

inequality. They failed the bring up Agencies that delt with intolerance of Racism. 
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Examiner comment – low 
 

This candidate begins their response by partially addressing the question and listing some of the Alphabet 
Agencies. The candidate then goes on to give a short narrative of why Roosevelt introduced the agencies and 
only begins to address the question later on. Even when the candidate attempts this, no specific reasons or 
examples are given. The third paragraph names the CCC as an agency that helped farmers, which is factually 
incorrect and gains no credit. The next paragraph only makes assertions when addressing the importance of 
the agencies, then examines their effect on the banking system. Again this is factually inaccurate as the   
banks were stabilised by the Emergency Banking Act rather than an Alphabet Agency. 

 
The candidate goes on to attempt some balance by examining the lack of impact on black Americans and 
women and mentioning the fact that unemployment remained high. This is hampered by a lack of evidence 
and supporting examples and so remains in Level 2. The next paragraph mentions tariffs, which are not 
relevant to the question, and then repeats assertions about unemployment. 

 
This candidate is awarded a low Level 2 as their answer consists mainly of assertions and is thin on examples 
and factual material. They have offered a generalised commentary with some errors present. For a Level 3 
response, the candidate needs to evaluate the importance of some specific Alphabet Agencies and provide at 
least some descriptive material within a balanced argument. 

 
Mark awarded = 10 out of 40 
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Question 4 Depth Study B: Germany, 1918–1945 
 

 
 
Mark scheme 
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Example candidate response – high 
 
Propaganda was used by the Nazis in Germany to control the German citizens. The Head of 

Propaganda was Joseph Goebbels and he was very successful in getting the message across. 
 
 
One way in which propaganda was used was the broadcasts on radio. Radios were made 
cheap and available to many Germans and this ensured that most, if not all Germans were 

able to hear Nazi broad casts. They were only short range receptors so Germans v could not 

receive broadcasts from the Allies. Films were also very popular back then, and Goebbels made 

use of that by putting broadcasts showing pro-Nazi Ch clips before the film started, so this 

made sure that the Germans were able to see the achievements of the Nazis. 
 
 
Huge-scale rallies organised by Goebbels annually also gave added some excitement into 
ordinary German’s lives. It gave them a sense of belonging and more importantly, it showed 

how disciplined and organised the members of the Party were. This helped to convince the 

Germans that the Nazis were very effective and many Germans liked the sense of order. 
 
 
Similarly, the Berlin Olympics of 1936 added a colour to a their lives and it also showcased 
Germany’s advanced technology. It was the first time the Olympics had been tee televised and 

the Germans had done well in the event, supporting Nazi the Nazi’s Aryan Theory. 
 
 
Most significantly, the use of censorship ensured that Germans only heard what the Nazi’s 
wanted them to hear. This made Germans sympathetic to the Nazi cause as they only heard 

the Nazi side of the story, which was very important to the Nazis because it made sure 

Germans would not hear about the achievements of the Allies. 
 
 
On the other hand, there were other factors such as Hitler’s success in foreign policy. He 
managed to break many terms of the Treaty of Versailles and this helped him to gain 

popularity among the Germans because the Treaty of Versailles was widely hated and as it 

caused many economic problems for Germany and humiliated the Germans. The Anschluss 

was very popular with Germans b because Austria had similar to the Germans and many felt 

that they should be united. The buildup of the military was also popular because it restored a 

sense of pride in the Germans and helped sove the problem of unemployment. 
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Example candidate response – high, continued 
 
Another important factor would be the use of terror by the SS and the Gestapo. The SS were 
in charge of the management of concentration camps and the Gestapo were the secret police 

in charge of arresting finding political opponents while working undercover. The use of terror 

instilled fear into the German citizens so they would be too scared to protest, but if they did, 

it would be taken care of quickly by the SS through arrest and execution or by sending the 

protesting party to concentration camps. This worked so well that Germans would report on 

each other. Children reported their parents, neighbours reported on each other. This was 

because they thought the SS and Gestapo we so powerful that they would find out any even if 

they didn’t report it, so they wanted to avoid being accused of involvement. This As a a  

result, political opponents would be stopped and those that opposed the Nazis would be 

stopped before they could cause an uproar. 
 
 
The organisation set up by the Nazis such as the DAF and the Nazi’s Teacher League helped 

the Nazi’s to keep an eye on different groups of society. They could also ensure that these 
groups did what the Nazi’s wanted them to do. More In addition, Hitler Youth also helped to 

keep young boys in control by teaching them military knowledge that would be useful to the 

Nazis in the future. Child Children in in school were also brainwashed through the rewriting of 

school books to make them pro-Nazi. They would learn about the Aryan Theory, how evil the 

Jews are and eugenics v – picking the perfect Aryan partner. 
 
 
In conclusion, I believe that propaganda was very important to in the Nazi’s control of 
Germany after 1934 as it ensured the Germans heard pro-Nazi news, but it did not succeed 

on all everyone, as there were reports of Germans arriving late to theatres to miss the brad 

broadcasts before the film. For such people again who were against the Nazis, the use of 

terror was very more useful as it could stop them fr from protesting very effic effectively. By 

breaking the terms of the Treaty of Versailles, Hitler was also very popular among the 

Germans, though without good use of radios and newspapers, many many Germans might  

not have been able to know about that, and this increases the significance of propaganda. 

Brainwashing was also quite effective but it only worked on the young as the adults were had 

were more independent in thinking, yet propaganda was able to rec almost all groups of 

society. Therefore, propaganda would be more significant than Hitler’s foreign policy and the 

use of brainwash but it was weaker than the use of terror on the Germans. I think that 

propaganda would not have succeeded without the use of SS and Gestapo as there were many 

people who still protested. The SS though, would be effective against such people these kind of 

people and this worked well enough that many Germans would keep quiet about the 

disadvantages of Nazi rule. Therefore, I conclude that propaganda was very important in 

spreading the message of Nazis to all Germans, but more important would be the use of  

terror because it kept the Germans in line. 
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Examiner comment – high 
 

This candidate begins their response with a general introduction about propaganda but does not assess 
other factors at this point. A Level 5 response would show balance and judgement from the beginning in 
order to initiate a line of argument. The next paragraphs examine a range of examples of propaganda such 
as control of the media, rallies, the Berlin Olympics and censorship. The material used is strong and the 
explanations are well-developed and clearly address the importance of the media. The response does lack 
some specific examples and detail but the comments are well focused and answer the question explicitly. 

 
The candidate goes on to provide some balance by examining a range of other factors which also allowed  
the Nazis to control Germany. Hitler’s removal of the Treaty of Versailles is assessed and the comments  
here are analytical and well thought out. This is followed by analysis of the role played by the SS, Gestapo 
and concentration camps in forcing the German people to cooperate. The explanations here are well 
developed, clearly focused on the question and supported by some relevant examples. The candidate then 
investigates how the Nazis controlled workers via the DAF and the National Socialist Teachers’ League.  
They also consider the impact of indoctrination in the Hitler Youth as a method of control. The candidate 
demonstrates a wide knowledge and understanding of the different methods of control used by the Nazi  
Party at this time. The conclusion is very strong and demonstrates high Level 4/Level 5 skills. The candidate 
begins to evaluate the relative importance of the methods of control of various groups in Germany after 1934 
and reaches some substantiated judgements which are supported by well-argued explanations. 

 
This candidate is awarded a high Level 4 for this response. The level of explicit explanation and developed 
comment is high, although the assessment of counter arguments is stronger than the assessment of 
propaganda, which lacks in range and depth. The conclusion is strong and demonstrates Level 5 skills with 
substantiated judgements about the relative importance of the various factors for different groups. For a 
Level 5, the candidate needs to provide a sustained line of argument throughout their answer so that all the 
comments support the overall judgements and conclusions made in the essay. Stronger analysis of 
propaganda is also needed. 

 
Mark awarded = 32 out of 40 
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Example candidate response – middle 
 
Nazis propaganda played an important role during the time Nazi take control of Germany. 
However, it may not be the most important fact. In this eas essay I will identify how 

important was propaganda in enabling the Nazis to control Germany after 1934. 
 
 
Propaganda did put lots of effec effort in making Hitler and Nazi Party make well-known. 
They had their propaganda activities everywhere and lots of people know about Nazi party 

because of their propaganda. They made lots of films played in the cinema talking about Nazi 

party and show their ideas and their believes to people. They also produce to huge amount of 

cheap radios to let nearly everyone in Germany can afford it. Moreover, because of the TV  

was really expensive, most people like listening to the radio to relax and get information from 

the outside. However, Hitler and Nazi party cut off all the radio programmes connecting to 

the outside and only play their speeches and ideas. Furthermore, there were leaflets and 

broadcasts everywhere to show people w how Nazi Party is like. Therefore, if we living in that 

time Nazi propaganda is everywhere in their live and it was really hard for people to know 

nothing about it. So propaganda was really important to control Germany. 
 
 
Propaganda not only let people know about Nazi Pa party but also made them agree to their 
ideas. Propaganda using all the methods they can to try to have more and more people 

support the Nazi Party. They put their believes and, ideas and plans on the radio, films and 

leaflets. Many people read their ideas and may agree it very well and also many people may 

really happy because they had similar ideas with Nazi Party. Therefore they may support 

them and soon become a member of them. They gain more and more support by the positive 

cohesion. 
 
 
Propaganda also m be was the methode of indoctrinate people. They put all At that time, all 
around people’s liv life was Nazi ideas and Nazi propagandas. For example, Nazi let nearly 

every family had radio and keep play on their speeches and spread Nazi ideas. People had no 

other programmes to chose and just listen to it. For a long period of time, they may be 

indoctrinated by the those ideas and speeches and start to agg agree it with them and start 

to think that their a idea was really nice fantastic and all their words was were right. They 

plan on again and again to indoctrinate people’s mind and it works. So propaganda was 

important to have more neutrial neutral people to their side. 
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Example candidate response – middle, continued 
 
However, propaganda was not important be cau because at that time, people have had lose 
their hope to the orgament government and became want arn more powerful leader to 

control and their and lead their country. The chose Nazi party because they have no other 

choice. All of the I other parties were weak and can’t play a powerful strong strong and 

powerful role to face the other country and rule of the Germany. At that time, Hitler and his 

Nazi Party seems to be the most suitable choice for them and for their country. People hope 

that chose Nazi party may made make their country becoming strong and show other 

countries that they were powerful. 
 
 
Propaganda was also not important because many people chose Nazi Party because of the 
negative cohesion. Those people hate the same things with Nazi Party so the chose Nazi Party 

and hope that they can do something to their hates. For example Nazi Party and Hitler hate 

tr Te Treaty of Versailles and most people German think that the Treaty of was unfair and 

they hate the treaty because they treat them harshly. Therefore they chose Nazi party to 

hope that they can do something against it. Furthermore Also many some people did didn’t 

like the Jews and also some homosexals. They may chose Nazi party because they hate them 

too. Therefore pr most many of them chose choose Nazi Party because of t negative cohesion. 

and 
 
 
Propaganda was not important because Nazi helps to recovery the economy and create lots of 
jobs to people and help them to survive. Hitler created lots of jobs and want to recover the 

economy for Germany. Therefore he helped lots of people from suffering from starving. 

Therefore many people chose t Nazi party because nr Nazi party help them to survive. H 

Although By the rule of Nazi party more and more people S can have their job and the 

unemployment rate were decreased. Although the pay for the job wasn’t very high but it was 

better than zero. 
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Example candidate response – middle, continued 
 
I Co Overall, although propaganda played a fmf role to make Nazi party well-know and 
Indoctrinate people and win the coh positive cohesion from people but more and more m 

people support them because of no other choice. A negative cohesion and th be greatful to the 

they have jobs. Therefore, propaganda wan wasn’t the most important of in enabling the 

Nazis to control Germany after 1934. Furthermore, most Nazis supporters support them 

because of fear of their violence. Nazi Party puts put all of their anti-Nazis to concentration 

camp. This creates fear during people. Also, the Sb SS and Gestapo plays I were really make 

people fear about afraid because if they say something bad to Nazi Party, the Gestapo may come 

and catch you to the concentration camp. All the German people want to survive and do not 

want afraid To cold be catch to the concentration camp on and they can’t do something 

against Nazi party because they will be killed if it they do so. Therefore, Nazi used using their 

vi violence and people’s fear to control the people support easily. Therefore it was propaganda 

wasn’t the most important fe fact in enabling the Nazis to control Germany after 1934. 
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Examiner comment – middle 
 

This candidate begins with a short but general introduction although it does not mention any specific material 
that will be examined. The first three paragraphs deal with the importance of various types of propaganda, 
such as radio, posters and cinema, and there are some relevant comments that partially address the   
question. These comments are supported by limited facts and examples, however, demonstrating some lower 
Level 3 skills. The main strength here is the explanation, which explicitly focuses on the importance of 
propaganda and its role in controlling Germany. Providing evidence to support the comments would have 
demonstrated Level 4 skills. 

 
The next section tries to address counter-arguments by examining other factors that allowed the Nazis to 
control Germany. This begins by assessing the growth in support for the Nazis up to 1933, which is not 
relevant chronologically to this question. The candidate goes on to assess the impact of negative cohesion in 
Nazi Germany, which does have some relevance to the question but the evidence and comments given are 
under developed for Level 3. Finally, the impact of the Nazi economic miracle and the tackling of 
unemployment are explored. This paragraph has some developed comments but is limited in factual support, 
although this is enough to raise it to Level 3. The conclusion summarises the arguments with some attempt at 
evaluation. The candidate also makes some relevant comments on the use of violence as a method of control 
by means of the Gestapo, the SS and the setting up of concentration camps. 

 
This candidate is awarded a mid-Level 3 for this response. The material used is relevant and addresses the 
question and the comments are generally well-explained and crucially assess the importance of propaganda. 
For a Level 4 response, the candidate needs to examine the question with greater depth and a wider range of 
examples, as contextually the essay needs development. 

 
Mark awarded = 20 out of 40 
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Example candidate response – low 
 
After 1934 Hitler became Chancellor of Germany Germany Weimer Republic change into 
Nazi government. Nazis’ propaganda was important in enabling to control Germany After 19. 

However, There are other factors were important including : Youth army Gestapo teach Nazi 

education to ask girl in school change into Nazi people in government. I will argue with these 

other factors were important to Germany by Nazis 
 
 
Nazis control the media. They At that time they made Germany’s newspapers, book radio 
film etc. All of media spreads the good thry of Nazis party. If I on these media has other 

party things. they will stopped it and did not let them show to German people therefore 

given everywhere propagate Nazis. Making German people feel Nazis was real good. It shn 

shows Ge Nazis used Germany – media to propagate them and to control Gery German 

people’s mind. 
 
 
They did many speech as a propagate Nazi Nazis’ minister – Geobbels. say said Hilt Hitler is a 
hero for Germany. let German people think choose Nazis was right choice and must more  

trust Ger Nazis And Hilter was very good at speech. Hilt Hitler use the Reiseach Fire to br He 

said this fire was because of communism, and said other how danger and bad was othe  

parties use his own way let Gem German people were afraid othe party and give more suppor 

to Nazis It shows Hilter use propagate to control Germany people’s brain. Other point See  

page 4 GPS) 
 
 
In addition. There are other factors were important in enabling the Nazis to control Germany. 
when Hitler as a chancellor He changes all people in government into Nazis’ people who Hilter 

can trust. Therfore Government become Nazis goverments at all and it means every heirchy is 

Nazis people to manage German people. It shows Hitler use the way which change the 

Govermen into his own to control Germany well. 
 
 
Hitler Nazis had their own police to manage people who are not suppor and aginst Nazis. It 
was Gestapo. the leader is Himmler. Gestapo can kill a man or put them into a concentration 

camp let to punish them who again Nazi without any reason the this party help Nazis has less 

aginst and let Germany people spread and don’t want to join in and any party they only ch 

can chose Nazis. Therefore It shows Gestapo also very important for Nazis to + control  

German people. 
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Example candidate response – low, continued 
 
Now Hitler get up co a Youth army In that army are children. When a family birth a bad 
baby. Now will let then join in. Youth army when they were young. And training them every 

day tell them win is very important t Also let them to force other pay party to join it in 

Nazis party. Therefore More and more German people for were forced join in the Nazis. And 

they were From they are young. N let them l earn education. which Hitler want to them 

know. It can shows Hitler set up Youth army can control Germany children well and let more 

German people to join in Nazis to enable Nazis become more stonger. 
 
 
The Even thou propaganda was important but if no Gestapo or Youth army to help Nazi 
Germany people will not give support to Nazis they for will just see the proganda and do 

nothing in their hear. So. I;’m arguing with other factor were very important for Nazis to 

control Germany after 1934. They let Germany people have to join c in and support them. 

and change their mind let them more stronger. 
 
 
(PS) Nazis let their army walk on the Germany every street. Their army looks a very strong 
and regular. It let German people feel Nazi is a gord good party. they can let the gather to 

loyal them Nazi must a good party . Therefore Nazis use this way to propagate. Nazis army 

are strong and regular. It shows & Nazis can protect Germany well. Therefore they go 

support bef becaue this and to control German poe people. (This paperagraph is for poprap 

propaganda. 
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Examiner comment – low 
 

This candidate begins their response by addressing the question and demonstrating some balance in their 
argument. However, the factors examined are unspecific and limited. The first paragraph examines control of 
the media and is mainly descriptive, implicit in its comments and lacking in detailed factual support.  
Goebbels’ and Hitler’s speeches are mentioned as examples of propaganda in the next paragraph but the 
candidate uses the Reichstag Fire in 1933 as supporting material. This is irrelevant as the question 
specifically refers to the post-1934 period. 

 
The response then demonstrates some balance but the comments on the Nazi government are mainly 
assertions and are undeveloped. The comments on the use of force as a means of control via Himmler and 
the Gestapo are relevant but limited in scope and development. The rest of the essay looks at the use of the 
SA (without mentioning the organisation by name) and the control of youth organisations. This material is 
mainly assertive and lacks factual supporting evidence. 

 
This candidate is awarded a low Level 2 for this response. W hile the material and examples are relevant to 
the question, contextual knowledge is limited and descriptions and explanations are undeveloped. There is 
some attempt at balance in the response, but as a whole the answer does not go beyond providing a brief 
narrative, and list of some of the relevant factors. Some irrelevant material is used in the answer. For a Level 
3 response, the candidate needs to use a wider range and depth of contextual knowledge to address the 
question properly. They need to maintain a balanced response even if the explanations remain undeveloped 
or implicit. 

 
Mark awarded = 10 out of 40 
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Question 8 Depth Study D: The USA, 1919–1941 
 

 
 
Mark scheme 
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Example candidate response – high 
 
One of the main aims of the New Deal was to provide relief for this in poverty, by providing 
work and aid. We could see this as a success, as the New Deal did provide work and aid 

through the alphabet agencies, as well as helping groups that had been discrimated against. 

However, the New Deal was not wholly successful in enabling change foor for poor Americans, 

many groups did not get as much help, the New Deal faced opposition, and too much money 

was needed to help change the lives of the poor. 
 
 
One way in which the New Deal helped the lives of the poor was by providing employment 
opportunity. The Civilian Conservation Corporation provided jobs to 2.5 million fo people aged 

be 18-25, giving them a salary of $1 a day and food and clothes. The Civilian Works 

Administration provided jobs to 4 million in the winter of 1932-33 and paid workers $15 a 

week. By The public works administration helped give work to the unemployed skilled 

labourers, building 70% of America’s schools and 35% of her hosptials. Additionaly, the New 

Deal helped improve standards of work. The National Recovery Act helped trade unions, along 

with the Wagner Act. and also d helped set wages, working hours and conditions. During the 

1930s unemployment dropped by 30%. This helped the lives of the poor as it brought some 

income into their life, improved their living conditions and helped boost confidence. 
 
 
Secondly, the New Deal helped people in the agriculture industry. They had suffered badly in 

the 1920s, with 30 million making a living through farming but many earning less than 
$1000 a year. The Agricultural Adjustment Agency helped solve overproduction which had 

caused prices of goods to fall. It killed 6 million pigs, provided help to farmers on technique 

and organisation and gave them raw materials. The Farm Credit Administration gave loans to 

1 fifth of farmer to stop them being evicted from their land. Additionally, the Tenesee Valley 

Authority helped repair damage to the area by building a 650 mile waterway, and 20 dams 

to help solve irrigation problems. It also brought hydroelectric to the area and employed  

many. Farmers had suffered severely since the 1920s and the New Deal helped improve many 

lives in the agriculture industry. 
 
 
Thirdly, the New Deal provided relief to many Americans who had been hit hard by the 
depression. The Federal Emergency Relief Administration helped around 5 million households  

a month. It also provided clothes, vaccinations, literacy classes and places to stay for the 

homeless who had been forced to lives live in Hoovervilles. The Home Owner Loan Company 

provided loans to a million Americans to stop them losing their homes. Also, the Social 

Seccurity Act was implemented which helped many by providing money to the elderly and to 

the disabled, and is something that has lasted till today. Many Americans had bee suffered 

severely due to the depression, the New Deal provided relief to these people to ensure they 

were at least able to have a place to stay and clothes to wear. 
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Example candidate response – high, continued 
 
On the other hand, we could see the New Deal as not significant for the lives of the Poor. 
Firstly, the New Deal was enable to help many groups that had been discriminated against. 

Fore example, the Civilian conversation Corporation had only 2000,000 black people, and 

they were segregated from the whites. Black people had been hit hard by the depression, as if 

people employers were going to get rid of someone, the black people would go first. 750,000 

blacks in agriculture lost I were unemployed in the 1920s. Throughout the New Deal, 50% of 

black workers in cities were unemployed, and only 1 in 20 black people had a desk job, 

compared to 1 in 3 white people. Due to oppos The National Recovery Act also allowed 

employers to favour black whites. Additionally, although women were given some power, such 

as Francis Perkins, they were often discriminated against by male colleagues or only employed 

or cheap labour. The Civilian Conservation corp. had only 8000 women. Native Americans  

had low life expectancy, poor health and discrimination. The New Deal provided them with 7 

million acres of land, but it was not as much as they wanted and was poor quality land. Also, 

they still did not have power to control their own dealings. 
 
 
Secondly, the New Deal was not fully able to help those in labour. Companies such as Ford had 
spies watch on their staff to see if any were trade unionists and had weaponry they would use 

against them. On the Memorial Day Massacre, 90 workers were wounded and 10 were killed. 

This displayed that the New Deal was not powerful enough to help the poor against 

exploitation from powerful trusts. 
 
 
Lastly, due to opposition from critics who said the New Deal wasn’t doing enough, the New 

Deal was unable to reach its full potential. Republicans, The Rich, and big businesses and the 
supreme court believed too much money was being spent. Due to this pressure, Roosevelt 

lowered spending, causing the Roosevelt recession in 1937, where unemployment rose by 5%. 

The Supreme Court provided heavy opposition, declaring the National recovery act 

unconstitutional and therefore limiting the New Deals power. 
 
 
The Republicans and Southern Democrates meant Roosevelt could not pass an anti-lynching 
law as he needed their support. Big businesses set up a liberty league against trade unions, 

therefore pressuring Roosevelt to provide less help to the trade unions. Opposition from the 

rich meant taxation could not be so high, so there would be less money for the alphabet 

agencies. 
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Example candidate response – high, continued 
 
In conclusion, I would say the New Deal In conclusion, the New Deal was, to some extent, 
significant to the lives of the Poor, it enabled many to have their confidence restored by 

providing much needed aid and employment and improved living standards of those below  

the poverty line, as 50% of Americans families had been earning less than $2000 a year. It 

also helped reform agriculture which had suffered due to overproduction and the dust bowl. 

However, I would also the New Deal was not able to provide relief for all poor Americans, due 

to opposition faced, the New Deal was unable to help groups that faced discrimination, such  

as blacks, native Americans, women and trade unions. Even so, I would the depression had 

caused America a lot of damage and the problems could not be solved simply through the  

New Deal as it was too large, it was only truly the Second World War that got America out of 

the depression, showing how widespread the consequences were. Therefore, as much as it was 

able, the New Deal was significant in helping the lives of the poor and providing relief, more  

so than it was at providing recovery of reform, as America’s economy did not improve till 

after the war. 
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Examiner comment – high 
 

This candidate begins their response with a relevant and focused introduction that directly addresses the 
question. It provides balance and some evaluation of this but does not state a specific line of argument to 
provide a clear and substantiated judgement. The candidate deals with the use of Alphabet Agencies first, 
specifically how they provided employment through the CCC and CW A and then examines the impact of the 
NRA on wages and working conditions for poorer workers. The material provided is sound and demonstrates 
a good knowledge and understanding of the topic. Factual detail is strong with lots of specific examples and 
comments made about significance are explicit and focused on the question. The significance of Agencies 
associated with farmers is addressed, as is the importance of the TVA for the impoverished in the deprived 
Tennessee Valley area. Once again, factual detail is strong, although the comments are more limited in their 
scope. Finally in this first section, the candidate examines how the FERA helped relieve the situation of the 
poorest in the USA and how home owners were aided by the HOLC. The material in this first section is wide 
ranging and detailed with well selected evidence used to support the explicit comments made about the 
significance of the New Deal in helping the lives of the poor. 

 
This candidate provides a clear balance to their argument by assessing and analysing the limitations of the 
various Agencies examined in the first section. This is supported by evidence to explain its limited  
significance. The response provides excellent examples of how the New Deal failed to help the poor in some 
sectors of the USA such as big business or the Deep South. It identifies how critics and opposition attacked  
the New Deal legislation for its intervention into the American way of life. It goes onto explain how this led to a 
reduction in public spending in the Second New Deal and the subsequent return to recession in 1937. Though 
the range in this second section is not as wide as the first section, the detail, examples and context used to 
support the answer are strong and focused on the demands of the question. 

 
The conclusion sees the candidate give a well substantiated assessment of the significance of the New Deal. 
They are able to provide some evaluative judgement of its impact on the lives of poor in the USA during the 
1930s. There is some good Level 5 skill demonstrated here through the analysis of the New Deal legislation 
and its ability to solve the problems of those in poverty in America during the Depression. Relevant 
conclusions are drawn from this analysis. 

 
The candidate received a low Level 5 for this response. The answer is well-balanced with developed 
explanations for both sides of the argument. Factual evidence is precise and well selected throughout, 
strengthening the comments about the significance of the New Deal. Judgements and conclusions are 
reached and are substantiated through some high level analysis. The candidate could have provided a more 
precise line of argument from the beginning of their response. This would have allowed them to show a more 
sustained evaluation of the relative significance of the New Deal and its impact on the poor in the USA. 

 
Mark awarded = 33 out of 40 
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Example candidate response – middle 
 
In 1932, President Roos Roosevelt got elected for president, and he wanted ‘Actions actions 
now’. In 1933, in he made a Scheme called the New Deal to help recover and reform 

America, and this helped many people, however many other people thought he was just 

wasting money. 
 
 
In the New Deal, there were 9 schemes included. To help decrease the un n unemployment 
rate, the was the ‘Civilian works administration’ (CWA) where Roosevelt spent $7 billion to 

help create jobs like build buildings, and at the end the built 70% of schools and 35% of 

hospital. Another scheme was the ‘Public works administration’ (PWA) where they hired 

everyone for a short amount of time, and even if it wasn’t was their choice to join it or not, 

it was one of the most successful New Deal scheme. The last one for unemployment help was 

the ‘Civilian conservation corps’ (CCC) and it was where they hired men at the age of 25 to 

come help out sweep leaves, build dams and improve rods build roads. Again, this was not 

compulsory however more than 14 million men joined, and they were provided with food, 

shelter and clothes, and they even got paid and also got to visit their family once in a while. 
 
 
To help farmers who were suffering, a the New Deal had a scheme called ‘Farm Credit 
Association’ (FCA) where the government helped farmers by lending them money so that they 

would not lose their farm, and many over people farmers benefitted from that as they could 

keep their farms, not leaving them worthless. ‘Agricultural Adjustment Agency’ (AAA), was 

made as many farmers were suffering from a producing more than selling, therefore the 

government paid the farmers to produce less, and in return they b killed 6 million piglets so 

that they won’t have any to sell or take care of as they would not have the supply or money 

to harvest and take care of and took away lands. 
 
 
T In the 1930s, Tenesee was a badly stricken poverty area therefore made a scheme called 
‘Tenessee Valley Administration’ whe (TVA) where they were to help Tenessee get back on its 

feet. They helped build improve roads, build sewage system and improve electricity goods 

electrical systems and by the end, they had the cheapest supply of electricity therefore people 

from the nor other parts of America moved to Tenesee as they needed the electricity and 

they even built dams. This was also one of the most successful schemes as this really helped 

reform and recover Tenesee Valley and even helped with the living environment, that at the 

end, Tenessee Valley was one of the places that was consumed electricity the most. As the 

electricity was basically free 
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Example candidate response – middle, continued 
 
To help industiies get back on their feet people who were on the verge of losing their homes, 
the New Deal made a scheme called ‘Home owners Loan corporation’ (HOLC) where they lent 

over 5 million homes a loan so that they would not lose their homes and become homeless. 

Also, they made ‘Federal Emergency Roc Recovery Administration’ (FERA),, to help peopl 

with people who were about to lose their homes. 
 
 
To help industries t get back on their feet, they made ‘National Recovery Administration’ 
(NRA) where the amount of hours worked in factories or other workplaces would decrease, 

and as improved the working environment for the workers and the workers got the right to 

vote which meant that their voices would be heard. 
 
 
The New Deal helped many poor people for example, even though blacks were still being 
discriminated and companies but workplaces would still not hire blacks, many black people 

got to work in factories as in Civilian conservation corps, they allowed any men at the age of 

25 to join and help work. This included the migrans con as many of them joined the CCC, 

CWA and PWA. Also, in the CWA, they made soup kitchens for the homeless so that people 

who were on the brink of stra starving to death, they gave them food and temporary 

shelters. Ther They also gave out clothes for them to change in. 
 
 
However, not all benefitted from this new deal as factories and companies were still picky of 
who they picked as to work for them, and women were still suffering as there was no scheme 

specially for women OK anyth but a bit have any therefore womens did not really benefit 

much nor did the new Deal help them with anything. 
 
 
Even though the some of the poor were benefitting, the rich thought that Roosevelt was just 
wasting his money as he spent more than $10 billion helping out the poor and thought that it 

was the new Deal was very insignificant and worthless as it was their money that was they 

were losing to keep the New Deal successful, and also, even though not all the people were not 

benefitting from the New Deal, it helped with a lot of poor people get back on their feet 

therefore this was a great cause for the poor, however, the rich was still not satisfied as to 

where their money was going to. The New deal helped America get back on its feet therefore  

it was very significant for the lives of the poor in America. 
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Examiner comment – middle 
 

This candidate begins their response with a general but balanced introduction which is relevant but provides  
no examples of material to be examined. The answer then goes on to assess the work of various Alphabet 
Agencies in America during the New Deal era. This includes agencies such as the CWA, PW A and CCC  
which were specifically designed to help provide employment for those impoverished by the Depression. The 
detail in the description is good with plenty of precise factual supporting examples. There is also some  
relevant comment on the significance of these Agencies though it is often implicit rather than explicit. The next 
paragraphs go on to examine how poor farmers were helped by the AAA and FCA. In addition they identify 
how the TVA revitalised the Tennessee Valley area and how poorer home owners were helped by the HOLC. 
The FERA and NRA are also described, though inaccurately in parts. The descriptions are generally good   
and some relevant comments are developed to address significance, albeit implicitly. 

 
There is some good analysis in the way the candidate examines the use of the CCC, PW A and CW A to help 
black Americans and other migrants. The comments on the CW A should be more accurately associated with 
the FERA. However, as the CW A was created as a branch of the FERA, the material has been accepted 
here. 

 
The candidate provides some balance in their assessment of significance by addressing the lack of help for 
poorer women. They also consider how the rich in the USA were turning against the New Deal and blaming it 
for the rise in taxes. These points remain undeveloped, brief and limited in range and so cannot move to Level 
4. 

 
This candidate is awarded Level 3 for this response. It is a mainly one-sided answer but includes good 
comments with a broad range of examples to show how significant the New Deal was for the poor in  
America. Descriptions are detailed and well-supported by a range of examples in places. The comments and 
explanations, though implicit, help to address the significance of the New Deal. For a Level 4, this response 
would need to include a greater range of material to provide more balance. This could be done by examining 
more ways in which the New Deal failed to help the poor such as the cuts in the Second New Deal, the 
persistence of unemployment in the 1930s and the impact of opposition from, for example, the Supreme Court 
or the Republicans. 

 
Mark awarded = 21 out of 40 
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Example candidate response – low 
 
The New Deal was set up by Franklin D. Roosevelt to try and recover the people from the 
depression caused by the Wall Street Crash and the Prohibition. He first created the New Deal 

and after a couple of years he made the Second New Deal which modified, combined and 

remade the First New Deal. Some of these points will mention how significant the New Deal 

was towards the poor and some points will prove its insignificance. 
 
 
The New Deal was I significant according to me because of the help that it provided to the 
people. After the depression many people could no longer afford to feed themselves and their 

families. The New Deal included Alphabet Agencies and a few of agencies provided help. They 

created the CCC (Civill Civilian Conservation Corps) and CWA (Civil Works Act) to give people 

from the age of 17 onwards. Those was gave them money from what they did such as  

building dams, roads and public toilets. They also had a camp set up for them to stay in. 

Another Alphabet agency was the HOLC (Home Owners Loan Corps) which ensured the people 

that their homes were safe. They also set up the SCA (Soil Conservation Act) which helped the 

share croppers. The TVA proved to be helpful to the (Tennesse Valley Act) provide to be very 

helpful to the people living in seven states wo were farmers who could not earn money 

because of the drought and infertile land. This Act gave them homes and migrated them else 

where. There was also the AAA (Agricultural Adjustment Act) which were used to pay 

farmers to produce less as the people could not afford it. From this we can conclude how 

Roosevelt’s idea of Revise, Recover and Reform aims were established. The people were 

working and earning money, slowly recovering. 
 
 
However the New Deal also has its downsides. The New Deal made enemies who voiced out 

their a opinions on why it was insignificant to the people. Although some of these were said by 
the rich people and businessmen these points should be dismissed as these points are true. 

There were people who claimed that it was not right to simply “give” the poor people money, 

they should work for it. It was odd that they were just handing out money instead of earning 

it. There were also claims that the camps the workers were staying in seemed to strike a 

strong resemblance to Hitler’s concentration camps, forcing people to stay under not so good 

conditions and making them for work for only $30. The government was also getting “too 

involved” in the problems of the people. Even though after the New Deal was set up there 

were still plenty of poor people in the US. The CCC and CWA also provided some jobs to but 

not enough. Some job agencies had to be modified and the age of working rose higher allowing 

less of the younger people to be able to work. 
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Example candidate response – low, continued 
 
In conclusion the New Deal did help the people slowly climb out of depression by providing 
jobs and having them earn money to slowly build back up the fallen economy, however it also 

did not help in some ways like “handing” people money and raising the age to allow people to 

work. In the end Roosevelt did all he can could to help the people out of Hoovervilles and back 

on their feet, reviving USA. 
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Examiner comment – low 
 

This candidate begins their response with the background to the New Deal, its introduction in the USA 
after the Wall Street Crash and subsequent onset of the Depression. While this material leads on to the 
question, it does not gain much credit as the question is about the impact of the New Deal and its 
significance for the lives of the poor in America in the 1930s. The first paragraph examines relevant 
material and examples of New Deal agencies and describes their roles and functions. The response is 
mainly descriptive and narrative in style. The significance of the New Deal is only partially addressed 
here and the development is very limited. 

 
The second part of this essay sees the candidate trying to add some balance to their response by 
addressing the critics of the New Deal. W hile criticism of the New Deal could feature here, the 
arguments are not developed properly and few examples are cited. There is some relevant comment 
on the low wages given to some workers in the CCC but the answer lacks enough depth and range for 
Level 3. 

 
The candidate is awarded a mid-Level 2 for this response. Although it demonstrates elements of Level 
3 with its balance and focus on the question a large amount of material has been omitted. This has 
resulted in an overly short response to a question with a lot of aspects to discuss. For a Level 3, the 
candidate would have had to include other areas of the New Deal, such as the Social Security Act and 
the role of the FERA in providing immediate relief to the poorest. The candidate could also have 
included the fact that unemployment continued throughout the 1930s until the outbreak of the Second 
World War, as well as the fact that certain groups of the ‘poor’ were hardly helped at all by the New 
Deal. For a Level 3 response, this essay needed to have more material to make it more balanced,  
even if the comments and development are brief. Alternatively, more depth could be given to the 
explanations in order to demonstrate a greater understanding of the focus of the question. 

 
Mark awarded = 12 out of 40 
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